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AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE/REPAIR AREAS THAT
DON’T TAKE A BACK SEAT TO SHOWROOMS.

Stonhard delivers long-term, seamless, spotless, brand-compatible
floor solutions for tech-savvy automobile repair service spaces



DURABILITY AND DESIGN.

Service areas and bays are high-profile and high-tech spaces that require 
both influential design and long-term performance.

Stonhard manufactures and installs epoxy and urethane-based troweled 
mortar floors for automotive service bays, repair shops, labs and parking 
areas. Our AUTOFLOOR collection delivers seamless, impact and 
chemical-resistant floors with minimal maintenance. Not a coating, not 
tiles, but a long-lasting, poured-in-place flooring solution. Custom 
automotive colors, smooth gloss finishes or textured looks are available, 
along with tailor-made logos.

SEAMLESS, CONTEMPORARY,
HIGH-TECH DESIGNS.

Service areas should not be dark, obscured messy spaces. They are an 
extension of a dealership’s brand and with automobiles revolutionizing 
technology, repair and service areas need to reflect inviting and 
innovative spaces. Stonhard’s monolithic, and popular gloss finish, put 
customers in a sanitary, lab-like environment. Our AUTOFLOOR 
ensemble of floors meet evolving design standards and still perform - 
standing up to foot and wheeled traffic, grease and oil, tire marks, as well 
as tools and equipment.

Long Life Cycle • Chemical Resistant • UV Stable • Impact & Abrasion Resistant • Stain Resistant • Slip Resistant • Easy to Clean • Gloss or Matte Finishes

STONCLAD
– smooth, troweled, epoxy mortar

with gloss finish

STONSHIELD
– troweled, polyurethane with

tweed finish

STONGARD
– elastomeric traffic-bearing

membrane formulated exclusively
for parking structures 

CHOOSE FROM OUR AUTOFLOOR  COLLECTION UTILIZING  MORTAR FLOORING TECHNOLOGIES:



WHY DO TROWELED MORTAR SYSTEMS 
WORK BEST IN SERVICE AREAS?

An epoxy or urethane TROWELED MORTAR system is a full-service, 
long-term solution. While epoxies are known for their strength, an epoxy 
coating alone is not going to last. Stonhard’s proven and comprehensive 
epoxy and urethane floor systems ensure a long life cycle. They stand up 
to chemicals, grease, stains, tire marks and continuous cleaning. And they 
are slip resistant. Floors without joints or seams not only contribute to 
great design, but they require less maintenance. Keeping service and 
repair areas spotless is a priority. Paint and thinner coatings can peel easily. 
Traditional auto-style bricks can give a dated, dull look and repairs to 
broken tiles or bricks means downtime for busy service areas and loss of 
revenue.

CUSTOM COLORS & LOGOS DEFINE 
YOUR SPACE.

We have been working with design teams and dealership owners for 
many years and appreciate all the components that make up a great 
design, including colors. We match automobile brand colors and 
company logos to work with brand compliance and have also 
assembled an exclusive grouping of standard colors.

STONCLAD & STONGARD STONSHIELD

Steel Gray Pewter Silver Gray Autoblue Flagstone Ash Steel Gray Malt



That is why we have floors in automobile service areas that were 
installed more than twenty years ago and are still in operation. For 
nearly a century we have been formulating and installing floors. We 
know how to prepare new concrete or rehab the existing substrate 
and we take responsibility for both product and installation. We will 
also support you by providing cleaning guidelines and product 
recommendations.

Contact us today, 800.257.7953, www.stonhard.com. Ask us about 
our Liquid Elements and Expanko brands of flooring for automotive 
showrooms too. Distinctive designs offered in a vast range of colors, 
finishes and textures.
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